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WHO WE ARE
Georgetown Main Street (GMS) is a non-profit organization
that promotes and supports the economic vitality of the local
small business community along Wisconsin Avenue, from
Whitehaven Parkway, to K Street and the adjacent area.
GMS is designated as a DC Main Street program, with the
majority of funding from a grant from the DC Department of
Small and Local Business Development (DSLBD).
The mission of GMS is to promote and retain diverse small
and local businesses along the Wisconsin Avenue
commercial corridor through the Main Street Four-Point
approach: organization, promotion, design, and economic
vitality.
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WHAT WE DO
successes in 2020
COVID-19
Georgetown Main Street
recognized the need for an
immediate cash infusion for the
small businesses along the
corridor during the COVID-19
crisis. The GMS Board
approved $40,000 for this
emergency relief fund and all
eligible businesses (77)
received checks by mid-April
2020.
Additionally, GMS sourced and
shared all grants and small
business support opportunities.
GMS hosted webinars and
individually businesses apply
for the PPP Loan, DC's
microgrant, and DC's robust
retail grant, among others.
GMS also aided businesses
apply for nonprofit grants.

BUSINESS
PROMOTION
During the darkest and most
uncertain days in the early
COVID-19 pandemic, GMS
reached out to the small
business community to collect
triumphs, challenges, and
opportunities for the community
to support their business. Over
the course of several months,
GMS collected the stories of
over 50 businesses. The first
few weeks one "Small Business
Spotlight" was sent a day.
GMS also created opportunities
for businesses to operate
outdoors, partnering with the
city-wide Dog Days of Summer
promotion and partnering with
the Rose Park Farmers market
to have a rotating small
business pop up.

BEAUTIFICATION
Following the damage to many
small businesses during the
social justice reckoning in
May/June 2020, Georgetown
Main Street recognized the
opportunity to transform the
drab plywood on small
business's windows into
canvases proudly displaying
bright, colorful, and positive
messages.
GMS also created a
placemaking project which
elevated Wisconsin Avenue as
a destination by creating a
beautiful streetscape through
the installation of a series of 5
floral and mixed-media public
art pieces. The installations
tied into a larger narrative
about resiliency, both in nature
and within our community.
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Billy & Lauren Martin celebrating their new compactor,
received through the DSLBD Compactor Grant program

FINANCIALS
FRIENDS OF GEORGETOWN
As of September 30, 2020

ASSETS
Cash
Current Assets

$ 2,288.24
$17,808.00

Total Current Assets

$20,096.24

Total Assets

$20,746.17

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities
Long-Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets

TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND NET ASSETS

$390.01
$12,640.00
$13,030.01
$7,716.16

$20,746.17

FRIENDS OF GEORGETOWN (d/b/a) Georgetown Main
Street is designated as a 501(c)(3) non-profit

Bandoola Bowl demonstrating the realities of
2020 restaurant operations.

Businesses Pivot by selling outdoors - Just Paper & Tea
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A MESSAGE FROM
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The past year was incredibly challenging. It
was also a year grit, resilience, and strength.
We said goodbye to many small businesses
and hello to several new faces. We were
separated but found ways to come together in
spirit and community. 2020 was a year of two
halves, the good taken with the bad.
2020 demonstrated that the work of the Main
Streets is essential and meaningful. In the early
days of the COVID-19 pandemic that left
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found so much joy and fulfillment in sharing the
stories of the small business owner in our daily
Small Business Spotlight newsletters. The
opportunity to meet the needs of the community continued as we connected local artists with
boarded up storefronts, as we provided personal protective equipment and supplies, and as we
shared countless financial and technical resources with the community. Georgetown Main Street
was flexible and personal, and I feel deeply grateful that I can be a part of an organization that
could bring some light in a dark time.
I am thankful for the first 3 years of leadership of GMS, from the founding of the organization until
now, the foundation has been set. I am thankful to the Board of Directors who met countless
hours over zoom discussing ways to carry out our mission. Further, I am grateful for our donors,
in particular, the Department of Small and Local Business Development, our primary funder.
As I look toward the future, I am hopeful for the growth of GMS and the deepening of
relationships in the community. The desire to support and elevate small businesses is entrenched
in the zeitgeist of this time, and we are uniquely positioned to capitalize on those sentiments. I
look forward to continued growth and community partnership in the years to come.

Rachel Shank

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hope Solomon GMS Chair |
Wedding Creations

Skip Moosher
Morgan Stanley

Constantine Ferssizidis
GMS Vice President | TD Bank

Cory Peterson
Georgetown University

Natalee Sophia Snider
GMS Treasurer | Compass Real
Estate - Georgetown

Beth Cooper
Georgetown Resident

Melanie Hayes
GMS Treasurer | TTR Sotheby's
International Realty

Daphna Peled
Pillar & Post

Kristina Han
Own Your Wonder

Jenn Crovato
1310 Kitchen & Bar

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Retiring Board Members:
Tia Powell-Harris
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DC Accupuncture owner, Bronwyn Clark holding her
Bridge the Gap Grant check

BY THE NUMBERS
Helped business
collectively
acquire over $150k

Sent 69 Small
Business
Newsletters

Permitted 2
Restaurant Parklets

475 Technical
Assistance hours

Hosted 7 Webinars

Emailed 53 Small
Business
Spotlights

8 new small
businesses opened

WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR OUR DONORS
Beth Cooper
Constantine Ferssizidis
Natalee Snider
Melanie Hayes
Daphna Peled
Joe Gibbons
Natalee Snider

Skip Moosher
Kristina Han
Jenn Crovato
A Mano
Patisserie Poupon
TD Bank
Cecci Homes

Thanks to your support, GMS can have a greater impact in supporting the
small and local business community that keeps our neighborhood a great
place to live and visit.

“Georgetown Main Street is a very valuable asset to Anna Banana Arts and Crafts and the
community. They have offered advice and workshops to help my business with building online
media exposure, financial and business guidance and general support for my small business... I
received a grant from GMS which helped me cover a small part of my expenses incurred from the
shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The grant was a life saver as I had not received one
penny after my art studio closed on March 16th. GMS is a vital and essential organization that
gives business owners in Georgetown important resources needed to survive..”
- Anne Freeman, Anna Banana Arts & Crafts
"GMS has been an extremely vital part of my business in Georgetown. I have received help
through a Grant that I received in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. The grant allowed us to
stay current with our utility bills. [GMS] helped me launch my Google Ads and other social media
online presence (I have never been adept at this and [they were] willing to spend the time to
teach me.) I have participated in the seminars that have been scheduled to help small business
navigate through a myriad of topics by inviting experts in the different areas of business
concerns."
- Caroline Wasylczuk, Just Paper & Tea
"Without GMS it’s very likely my business might have not made it. We received a $5,000 grant
from GMS right when things were struggling in the beginning. This helped with rent, equipment,
renovation, and we were able to reinvest in bringing in new products. [GMS] has helped us also
apply for a bigger Grant of $8,000 from the city, that came at the start of Covid-19. This again
was a lifeline that we wouldn’t have even known about without GMS’s help."
– John Kushner, Dent Place Market
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